To clarify the role of flap-hairpin interactions in pausing and termination, we constructed and studied E. coli
the 2 nt spacer between the hairpin and the hybrid doesn't move when the hairpin is disrupted and its effect on nucleotide addition is eliminated, whereas increasing Introduction this spacer to 3 nt dramatically increases the pause hairpin's effect ). Thus, the Nascent RNA hairpins play key regulatory roles in transcription by bacterial RNA polymerase (RNAP) (reviewed pause hairpin does not act by pulling the RNA away from the active site. Rather, hairpin interaction with the in Mooney et al., 1998). At intrinsic terminators, a terminator hairpin whose 3Ј-most nt is 7-8 nt from the RNA 3Ј flap and clamp domains (Figure 1 ) may affect catalysis by moving the flap, the clamp, or both, and thus changend can dissociate the transcription elongation complex (TEC) when the hairpin is followed by at least three Us ing a network of protein and nucleic-acid interactions that controls alignment of the RNA 3Ј OH in the TEC (corresponding to the three upstream-most bp in the 8-9 bp RNA:DNA hybrid that is the main determinant of . Alternatively, or in addition, pause hairpin interaction could inhibit translocation of RNA. TEC stability). At certain pause sites, a pause hairpin whose 3Ј-most nt is 10-12 nt from the RNA 3Ј end can Terminator hairpins also form in the RNA exit channel, but extend farther 3Ј to abut or include the 5Ј-most RNA slow addition of the next nucleotide by factors of 10-100 when other sequences at the site favor pausing. The nt in the RNA:DNA hybrid. Hairpin extension within the exit channel generates steric clash that causes at least function of the pause hairpin has been studied extensively, in part to understand how it prolongs pausing, but the three upstream-most bp in the hybrid to melt (Komissarova et al., 2002) and dissociates the TEC one of two also to understand hairpin-RNAP interactions generally because they are problematic to study in unstable termiways (Artsimovitch and Landick, 1998; Korzheva et al., 1998; Yarnell and Roberts, 1999; Gusarov and Nudler, nation complexes.
The wild-type his pause hairpin contributes a critical 1999). Hairpin extension could pull the RNA out the exit factor of 10-20 to an overall 10 2 -to 10 3 -fold inhibition channel (and off the hybrid), possibly with forward transof nucleotide addition in the paused TEC, thus delaying location of the TEC uncoupled from nucleotide addition RNAP upstream from the his attenuator until arrival of (pullout model). Alternatively, it could alter the structure a ribosome on the nascent RNA (Landick et al., 1996a Both flap deletions decreased his pause efficiency by a factor of ‫2ف‬ ( Figures 2B and 2C) ⌬FT RNAPs (boxed bp in Figure 4A flipped to G44-C59; protected from cutting by RNase T1 when oligo B was absent and cut when it was present ( Figures 4B and 4C ). Chan and Landick, 1993). Immediately prior to hairpin formation (e.g., in G69 TECs), G44, G46, and G51 are Thus, the pause hairpin forms normally in ⌬FT U71 TECs. The RNase digestion experiments required halting cut by RNase T1; hairpin formation in U71 TECs blocks cleavage at G44 and G46 in the stem, but not at G51 in RNAPs at the pause site for ‫01ف‬ min. Thus, it is possible that the hairpin formed slowly in ⌬FT TECs, but not the loop (Wang et al., 1995).
To assay pause hairpin formation in wild-type and on the time scale required to affect pausing (e.g., in experiments shown in Figure 2 ). To test this possibility, ⌬FT RNAPs, we compared RNase T1 digestion of U71 TECs alone to U71 TECs incubated first with oligo B.
we formed wild-type and ⌬FT U71 TECs in the absence of GTP, and then incubated them for 5 min (Figures 4D Oligo B does not pair to the hairpin stem (which itself would inhibit RNase T1 cleavage), but its pairing to the and 4E). Upon addition of GTP, ‫%08ف‬ of the wild-type RNAP escaped U71 at a slow rate comparable to that RNA directly adjacent to the 5Ј stem of the hairpin appears to prevent pause hairpin formation in U71 TECs measured previously for the hairpin-stabilized pause (t 1/2 ϭ ‫05ف‬ s; compare to Figure 2B ). In contrast, essenbecause both the hairpin and the RNA:oligonucleotide heteroduplex cannot simultaneously exist in RNAP's tially no ⌬FT RNAP formed a slowly escaping paused TEC. We observed the same result when the dwell time RNA exit channel (Artsimovitch and Landick, 1998). In both wild-type and ⌬FT U71 TECs, G44 and G46 were at U71 was extended to 60 min (data not shown). Table S1 ). its register. (intrinsic) termination. For several reasons, we tested different types of terminators. Terminator structures In other words, interaction of the pause hairpin with the flap promotes pausing by affecting the conformation of vary significantly, ranging from strong hairpins followed by uninterrupted U 7-9 -tracts (canonical terminators) to the TEC rather than by affecting formation of the hairpin. imperfect hairpins followed by interrupted U-tracts (suboptimal terminators). Figure 6B ) at the suboptimal t R2 and T3 terminators, but little effect at the canonireveal the translocation state of the TEC (e.g., back- Table S1 ). M, purified U71 RNA untreated (Ϫ), treated with RNase T1 (ϩ), or treated with 50 mM sodium carbonate (pH 9), 1 mM Na 2 EDTA for 2 min at 95ЊC (OH Ϫ ); samples of U71 TECs were treated as depicted in the figure and described in Experimental Procedures. principally hydrophobic because the side of the helix facing the hairpin is dominated by a nonpolar patch of residues (L901, L902, I905, F906) that could stabilize hairpins through interaction with bases in the hairpin ited termination at T3), (2) deletion of the flap tip increased the barrier to termination at T3 and t R2 (i.e., loop. In contrast, basic residues on the flap-tip helix that could make phosphate contacts are likely not involved the flap arms assisted termination since the flap-tip helix did not), and (3) neither the flap-tip helix nor the flap arms because they either are solution-exposed on the side of the helix opposite to the hairpin or form a salt bridge significantly affected termination at the his terminator. These basic effects were unchanged (even though TE (corresponding in E. coli RNAP to K900 and K909, and to R903 and D912, respectively; Zhang et al., 1999; Vaschanged significantly) when we decreased TEC stability with 0.5 M NaCl, slowed elongation by decreasing [NTP] sylyev et al., 2002). The second part of the interaction occurs between the hairpin stem and the flap-tip arms, to 5 M, removed the antiterminator upstream from the his terminator, or changed the DNA downstream from which are essential for pause hairpin action. This interaction may be principally ionic because (1) highly conthe T3 terminator (data not shown).
To test whether the flap-tip independence of TE at served K890 and K914 are near phosphates in the hairpin stem and (2) a critical part of the hairpin interaction the canonical his terminator resulted from its stronger hairpin, its uninterrupted U-tract, or both, we swapped can be eliminated by elevated ciency and duration at a hairpin-stabilized pause site, result from extension of a hairpin stem closer to the but decreased TE when it had an effect on termination RNA 3Ј end than occurs in the hairpin-stabilized, paused (Figures 2 and 6 ). Moreover, pausing at at least one TEC (Figure 7) . In the invasion model, the hairpin stem terminator depends principally on the U-tract, not the extends further into RNAP so that parts of the RNA exit hairpin (Gusarov and Nudler, 1999). and main channels must move to accommodate it (e.g., Second, the flap tip is unlikely to affect termination the lid, zipper, and rudder); these rearrangements would by increasing hairpin-independent pausing. The flap tip melt the upstream part of the hybrid and destabilize the had minimal effect on pause duration at a hairpin-inde-TEC. In the pullout model, extension of the hairpin stem pendent pause site (Figure 3) . Although the flap tip siginstead extracts the RNA from the TEC, either by driving nificantly increased pause efficiency at both sites we forward translocation without nucleotide addition, or, if tested (Figures 2 and 3 ), pausing at terminators appears a perfect U-tract is present, possibly by slippage of to be unaffected by the flap tip. We conclude this be-U-pairing along the template DNA. Conceivably, the cause the flap tip did not appreciably affect TE at the mechanism has characteristics of both pullout and invahis terminator even though TE at the his terminator can sion, features of a particular terminator dictate either be significantly increased when pausing is increased by pullout or invasion, or termination occurs by an unanticireducing NTP concentration (data not shown). In addipated pathway.
tion, hairpin-independent pausing should be the same In any case, a terminating TEC must encounter an at the his and T3 his terminators, but the flap tip effects energy barrier that limits the rate of TEC inactivation on TE were dramatically different (Figure 6 ). Third, it is not obvious why hairpin nucleation would and that can be modulated by the flap tip at suboptimal, Table S1 ). Halted A20 or structure with RNA polymerase is required for hairpin-dependent A29 TECs were formed as described previously ( Table S1 , continued
